AMENDMENT TWO TO THE CONTRACT BETWEEN
CLARK COUNTY NEVADA AND BMI IMAGING
SYSTEMS, INC. TO REPLICATE AND DIGITIZE
MICROFILM FOR CLARK COUNTY RECORDER,
PROJECT EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 11, 2009
BID NUMBER 601470-09
OA NUMBER 4610002610

This Amendment Two, dated __________, amends the CONTRACT to Replicate
and Digitize Microfilm for Clark County Recorder effective September 11, 2009.

Whereas the CONTRACTOR is providing Microfilm Replication and Digitization
Services to the Clark County Recorder as identified in the CONTRACT; and

Whereas the OWNER and CONTRACTOR have mutually agreed to additional
work to be performed by the CONTRACTOR.

Therefore, the OWNER and CONTRACTOR have agreed to amend the
CONTRACT as follows:

Add the scope of work as detailed in the attached BMI proposal, for the Image Upload to
DR and Digital Reel Hosting, for the period from March 1, 2011 through February 29,
2012, with the option to renew on a month-to-month basis as needed. The costs for this
Amendment will be $90,000.00 per year ($7,500.00 per month).

Except as expressly amended in Amendment Two, the CONTRACT shall remain in full force and
effect.

OWNER:  
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

By:  
GEORGE W. STEVENS
Chief Financial Officer

CONTRACTOR:  
BMI IMAGING SYSTEMS, INC.

By:  
BRAD G. PENFOLD
Vice President

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

DAVID ROGER
District Attorney

By:  
ELIZABETH A. VIBERT
Deputy District Attorney
Clark County Recorder

Proposal For:

Image Upload to DR
and
Digital Reel Hosting

Submitted By:

BMI IMAGING SYSTEMS, INC
749 W. Stadium Lane,
Sacramento, CA 95834
(800) 488-3456 ext. 402
Hosting of Digital Reel

BMI will provide Hosting services for the Digital Reel rolls. Services will include the following:

- BMI Hosted Services – (2 sites) At BMI with co-location at Raging Wire (N+2 Design) – www.ragingwire.com
- Both sites will be accessible and will include load balancing.
- T1 bandwidth will be provided
- 99.95% Guaranteed Uptime (6:00AM – 6:00PM PST)

Upload of Scanned Images to Digital Reel Hosted Site

Clark County will provide BMI with digital images to upload to the Hosted site.

Backlog Images: Currently there are approximately 36,000,000+ images covering the time period 2004 – 2010 to be loaded. These images will be provided via portable hard drive and it is assumed that the file-naming structure will be consistent with the Digital Reel application currently available on-line.

On-going Images: Additionally, Clark County will make available to BMI via FTP or other means approximately 270,000 images per month on an on-going basis to be uploaded to the DR Hosted Site. Again, the file-naming structure will be consistent with the Digital Reel application currently available on-line.

The uploaded images are subject to the Hosting services outlined above.

All images are the sole property of Clark County and shall not be sold or distributed to any other parties.

Cost: 1 Year Commitment with the option to renew on a month-to-month basis as needed: $7,500.00/month